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Abstrat Adjustable-Rate Bonds with Puts (ARBP), frequently issued by

the Russian ompanies, give the issuer the right to arbitrarily hange the

oupon payments on the bonds at ertain moments. But at these moments,

the investor has the right to fore the issuer to redeem the bonds at a fae

value. These reiproal ations of the issuer and investors an be onsidered

as a dynami game. We suggest a game-theoreti model that allow to de-

termine the optimal deisions of the players. These deisions are ompared

with empirial data.
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1. Introdution

Game-theoreti methods are very e�etive tool for analyzing various manage-

ment deisions (Heifetz, 2012). In this artile, we try to use these methods to ana-

lyze a ompany's �nanial deisions regarding a very spei� loan agreement. The

essene of the deisions under onsideration is a unilateral arbitrary hange by the

ompany of previously agreed payments to reditors, whih diretly a�ets their

future wealth. However, under the terms of this loan agreement, reditors in return

have the right to demand immediate redeem of the nominal amount of debt from

the ompany, whih in turn will a�et the ompany's wealth.

These mutual ations an be onsidered as a game of two players: the debt

issuing ompany and the reditors (or investors); and at �rst glane this game annot

bring the ompany any additional bene�ts in a perfet and e�ient market.

1

This

diretly follows from an extended interpretation of the Modigliani-Miller proposition

(Brealey et al., 2011, Chap.13): the total market value of a ompany does not depend

on the ombination of debt seurities issued by the ompany.

Of ourse, the assumption about market e�ieny is a deep abstration, parti-

ipants in �nanial markets have di�erent information and di�erent ideas about the

future, they have di�erent attitudes to risks. In addition, any deals are aompanied

by transation osts, so it is unlikely that the Issuer's deision to hange the on-

trat is just an adjustment in aordane with new market onditions. We believe

that in this game, the issuer is trying to use the imperfetion and ine�ieny of the

market in order to get bene�ts for aount of investors.

1

In a simpli�ed form, the market is perfet if any deal an be made instantly and without

additional osts. A perfet market is e�ient if all partiipants are equally informed and

have the same apabilities.
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The onsequene of market ine�ieny is the heterogeneity of partiipants, in

fat, this game involves not two, but many players: eah investor deides based on

their own bene�t, and the issuer ats by antiipating the sum of investors' deisions.

Another aspet of this game is that markets are highly volatile, and players evaluate

their urrent state based on market hanges and emerging opportunities. It is the

hange in market onditions ompared to what was observed at the time of debt

issue that provokes the ompany's desire �to play� to improve its welfare. The aim

of this paper is to analyze this very interesting game situation, whih is often our

in the Russian �nanial market.

The struture of the paper is as follows. Sine loan agreements on the market are

issued in the form of seurities (bonds), we �rst present a brief overview of the var-

ious types of bonds issued by ompanies and priing models for these bonds. Then,

using the example of a large Russian ompany, we onsider the features of spei�

bonds in whih the issuer plays the game with investors. In Russia suh bonds are

brie�y referred to as �bonds with o�er�, we will use another term � �adjustable-

rate bonds with puts� or ARBP for short. Next, we analyze the issuer's deision to

hange payments on the bonds and the investors' deisions to present or not their

bonds to the issuer for redemption at the fae value, onsidering these ations as

a two-step dynami game. The proposed game-theoreti model of market partii-

pants' behavior allowed us to �nd optimal deisions for players. These deisions are

ompared with the empirial results of games played by ompanies and investors

in the Russian market. In onlusion, we brie�y disuss the possibility of pratial

appliation of the onstruted model and the line of further researh.

2. Bonds as an Agreement Between Issuer and Investor

A orporate bond is a debt seurity issued by a ompany (issuer). In essene, it

is an obligation to pay a ertain nominal amount (fae value) to the owner of this

seurity (investor) on a spei� date (maturity date). In addition to the fae value,

the issuer undertakes to make reurring interim payments � oupons. Normally, the

date and the amount of these payments are stated by the issuer at the issuane

time. Thus, it is a straight bond with a �xed oupon. After the issuing, the bonds

are atively traded in the market and the market prie P (t) of the bond at any date

is ompletely determined by the future payments, i.e. oupons (Fabozzi, 2007a,

Chap.5):

Pt =
∑

i

Cti

(1 + Y )
(ti−t)

+
N

(1 + Y )
(T−t)

(1)

where N and T denote the fae value and the maturity date, ti and Cti are the date

and the amount of the remaining oupon payments, (ti − t) states for the time (in

years) before eah of the remaining oupons. The date of the last oupon payment

typially oinides with the maturity date of the bond.

In this formula, linking the market prie of the bond Pt and its parameters (N ,

T , Cti , ti), yield to maturity Y is the only alulated parameter. Usually, at the

issuane time the issuer sets oupons in suh amount that the market prie P of

the seurity was lose to its fae value N .

Market �utuations in supply and demand lead to daily hanges in market pries

and, therefore, in yields respetively. In order to moderate prie �utuations, the

ompanies often hoose issuing �oating-rate bonds or �oaters instead of bonds with

�xed oupons. Suh issues imply that oupon payment dates are �xed but the value
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of future oupons is tied to an observable basi market indiator. Most often, this is

the interest rate on the interbank loan market (for example, the 6-month LIBOR). It

is important that the funtional relation between the value of the future oupon and

the value of the market indiator is expliitly de�ned in the prospetus, therefore,

neither the issuer nor investors an in�uene the value of oupons in any way. The

priing model for suh bonds is more omplex and requires understanding of how

basi market indiators an hange in the future (Ramaswamy, Sundaresan, 1986).

The relation (1) remains tehnially valid if we insert the expeted values of oupon

payments into it.

Bonds are issued for a long term, and till the maturity the situation both in

the market and in the ompany an hange dramatially. For example, aording

to hanges in the money supply poliy in the ountry, interest rates will deline

sharply. Then the issuer will regret that his oupons are too large ompared to

those that he ould set issuing bonds now. Taking this into onsideration, the issuer

states suh ondition in the prospetus that gives him the right to pay o� the entire

issue earlier. These debt seurities are de�ned as allable bonds or bonds with an

embedded all option for the issuer. Moreover, ompanies embed the right to early

redemption in bonds in the hope that business will go well in the future, and the

ompany will be able to pay o� its debt ahead of shedule.

In ontrast, if interest rates in the ountry rise, or business don't go well in

the ompany, then the prie of the bond will drop sharply, and investors will in

turn regret that they initially bought these bonds at a prie lose to fae value. In

order to redue suh risks for investors and inrease the demand for the bonds, the

ompany give investors the right to sell the bonds to the issuer at par on spei�

dates. Therefore, these bonds are puttable or bonds with an embedded put option

for an investor.

There are several quite omplex priing models for bonds with embedded options

(Fabozzi, 2007b, Chap.9). It is important that the deision of one side (either the

issuer or investors) made at the option exerise time is ompletely determined by the

urrent market situation, and the other side an not a�et it in any way. Therefore,

a gaming situation annot our in ase of any above-mentioned types of bonds.

However, a game may arise when the bond issue inludes a ombination of

all-put options, i.e. both the issuer and the investor have the right to hange

the terms of the agreement. For example, a stohasti game approah was used in

(Ohiai and Ohnishi, 2015) to analyze the bond with embedded all and put options.

Another exoti type of bond (Variable-Rate Demand Bond or VRDB) is disussed

in (Hooper, Pointon, 2019). These �oating-rate bond that an be sold bak to the

issuer have not been studied enough yet.

Straight bonds are well known in the Russian market, however, �oaters and

bonds with embedded options are quite rare. Mostly due to the fat that Russian

investors did not have adequate understanding of these omplex bonds priing un-

til reently. Therefore, the investors were not prone to buy these underestimated

seurities and for the issuers it was beside the purpose to issue them. Some ex-

amples are given in (Bukhvalov et al., 2015, Chap.6). Nonetheless, one type of the

bonds with highly omplex struture unparalleled in developed markets are widely

distributed in Russian market. These bonds are alled Adjustable-Rate Bonds with

Puts (ARBP). Although there are no reognized priing models for suh bonds, over
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the past deade alone Russian ompanies have issued more than 400 suh issues,

and their total volume exeeded $40 billion.

3. Put Option in ARBP as a Dynami Game Between Issuer and

Investors

Aording to the terms of ARBP issuane, the issuer has the right to establish

a new value of oupon payments at spei� dates ompletely arbitrarily. Inreasing

the remaining oupons and reduing them to zero are both possible. Suh arbitrari-

ness an obviously a�et the market prie of the bond dramatially and damage

investors' wealth. However, on the same dates the investors have the right to sell

their bonds (put option) to the issuer at par. Thus, this arbitrary deision of the

issuer initiates a response from investors. If the issuer deides to ut oupons to

zero, then all the investors will demand a redemption of bonds. Then the issuer

may fae �nanial di�ulties and will be fored to borrow money urgently. In ase

the issuer deides to inrease oupon payments, many investors surely deide to

keep bonds further. Still, the issuer has to pay a high oupon until maturity, whih

is ostly and disadvantageous for him. In other words, the issuer should predit the

investors' response to his deision on oupon payments adjustment.

The implementation mehanism of the partiipants' deisions desribed above

might be given on the example of the bond issue RU000A0JQXE5 of ALROSA,

the world's largest diamond-mining ompany. These bonds with quarterly oupon

payments were plaed among investors on June 29, 2010, the maturity date of the

bonds ame on June 23, 2015. The issue volume amounted to 8 billion rubles (about

$250 million). The oupon rate of 8.25% per annum was set only for �rst 12 oupon

periods. Therefore, on June 11, 2013, the ompany had to make a deision on the

new rate for all of the following oupon payments. In turn, the bondholders had

the right to demand the redemption at par from June 15 to June 25, 2013, and the

issuer was obliged to redeem the bonds on the demand. On June 11, 2013, the issuer

set a negligible rate of 0.1% per annum for all the oupon periods until maturity, as

a result, investors responded with divestiture of 99.5% of the bonds. Suh extreme

deisions of the issuer are not unommon; however, it should be noted that most

issuers prefer to hange oupons less radially.

What are the reasons of the issuer's deision to adjust the oupon rate? At �rst,

this may our due to a hange in the overall market situation. If interest rates fall,

the ompany will not want to pay more than other borrowers and will redue the

remaining oupons. Otherwise, when interest rates rise, the ompany will also have

to inrease oupons in order to avoid the situation when many investors exerise

put option and the neessity to immediately seek money for a buybak, whih an

be very ostly.

Seondly, it is possible for the ompany to amass suh sums of money that there

is no longer a need to reourse to borrowing. Then the redemption of all the bonds

will be favorable due to absene of interest payments. Of ourse, in this ase, the

issuer redues the oupon to zero, regardless of how the overall market situation

has hanged. Conversely, if the ompany does not have money to buy bonds bak

at par, it an even inrease oupons. However, this an rise investors' onern and

bondholders will demand the redemption whih will further worsen the �nanial

position of the ompany.
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What reasons an a�et the investor's deision on keeping the bond or demand-

ing its redemption? Firstly, if it seems to the investor that the hange in the oupon

by the issuer does not orrespond to the overall market situation. Then the investor

will sell the ompany their bonds at par and immediately buy the other debt se-

urities. Seondly, eah investor may have his own reasons. For example, in ase

of urgent need for money he will demand bonds redemption regardless the issuer's

deision on oupon rate adjustment.

4. Game-theoreti Modeling of Players' Deisions

Consider a simple model. Suppose that at the moment t = 0 the ompany

(issuer) deided to raise funding and plaed n bonds with par value N with yearly

oupon payments until maturity in T = 2 years.2 The issuer provided investors with
a put option in a year (t1 = 1), therefore, the oupon C2 for the seond period was

not de�ned at the time of issuane. Suppose that at the moment t = 0 the observed
risk-free interest rate was RF0 for any duration. Then, given the possibility of

bankrupty of the ompany, investors want to lend to the issuer at a higher rate

RF0 +RC, where RC denotes the so-alled the issuer's redit spread.

Let the issuer has set the oupon C1 = N · (RF0 + RC) for the �rst period,

before the put option exerise. Under the desribed market onditions, by virtue

of the Pure Expetations Hypothesis (Campbell et al., 1997, Chap.10), it an be

laimed that the expeted value of the seond oupon is E [C2] = C1. Applying

these values to the relation (1), the initial issue prie is at par and bonds' yield to

maturity is Y0 = RF0 + RC. This is a fair yield on the debt seurity taking into

aount the issuer's redit risk.

Let us onsider and analyze what happens right before the put exerise (t = t1).
Suppose the market situation hange and the risk-free interest rate beomes equal

RF1, however, redit spread RC remains the same, i.e. the �nanial position of the

ompany has not improved and has not worsened. From (1) it is lear that those

investors who want to demand the redemption of their bonds in any ase, estimate

the value in the amount Pt=1 = C1 +N . Then, those investors who hoose to hold

the bond for next year until maturity will value it in an amount equal to

P ∗
t=1 = C1 + (N + C2) / (1 + Y1) ,

where C2 is still remaining unde�ned oupon for the seond year, though going to

be set soon, and Y1 = RF1 + RC is the fair yield taking into aount the issuer's

redit risk at t = t1.
If the issuer sets the oupon C2 less than N ·Y1, then P ∗

t=1 < Pt=1. Therefore, all

rational investors will exerise the right to sell the bonds to the issuer at par. In ase

of C2 > N ·Y1, it is obvious that P ∗
t=1 > Pt=1. Undoubtedly, even those investors who

wanted to exerise put option would rather not to and would instead sell the bonds

on the market. Thus, under the urrent market onditions, the oupon C2eq = N ·Y1
is onsidered to be fair to the investors as all of them evaluate bonds equally, i.e.

Pt=1 = P ∗
t=1. With suh a oupon all investors will ontinue to hold bonds, sine the

purhase and/or sale of a bond is disadvantageous due to transation osts. This is

the traditional approah to analyze ARBPs whih fatually equates these bonds to

�oaters, i.e. bonds tied to the urrent risk-free interest rate.

2

The amount n ·N is alled the issue volume.
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Now onsider the problem as a dynami game between issuer and investors.

Model 1. Firstly, we assume that the �nanial markets are perfet: any �nanial

transations are available, performed instantly and do involve related osts. Suppose

that at the time t = t1, the overall market situation has hanged, and the risk-free

rate has beome equal RF1.

Suppose the issuer deide to establish a oupon in the amount of C2. For on-

veniene, we denote the issuer's deision as C2/N whih is a oupon rate. There is

a reasonable ondition 0 ≤ C2/N < 1, although a bond oupon is far less than the

fae value in pratie. Let b denote that proportion of the issue that is redeemed on

investors' demand 0 ≤ b ≤ 1, then 1− b is remaining part that investors hold until

maturity.

Investors demanding the redemption of b · n number of bonds will reeive the

amount b·n·N and immediately buy bonds with a maturity of 1 year issued by other

ompanies with the same redit rating in the market. At t = 2 these bondholders

will reeive b · n · N · (1 +RF1 +RC) = b · n · N · Y1. Those investors who do not

exerise put option will get (1− b) · n · (N + C2) at the same time t = 2. Then the

investor's payo� funtion per unit of money invested during the initial plaement

an be de�ned as:

Vin (b, C2/N) = b · Y1 + (1− b) · C2/N. (2)

Calulating the osts of the issuer, as they redeem a part of the issue, they

have to pay the amount b · n ·N . The issuer, therefore, needs to o�set the resulted

shortage of funds by additional borrowings. Consequently, he will have to return

the amount of the loan and pay interest on the fair rate RF1 +RC = Y1 in a year.

For the bonds the investors ontinue to hold, the issuer will pay the amounts of

(1− b) ·n · (N + C2). As a result, the payo� funtion of the issuer per unit of money

an be written as:

Vis (b, C2/N) = −b · Y1 − (1− b) · C2/N. (3)

This is a zero sum two-person game. Hene, players' optimal deisions an be

found from �rst-order onditions (Petrosyan et al., 2012):

∂Vis
∂ (C2/N)

= 0;
∂Vin
∂b

= 0,

wherefrom the solutions are

(C2/N)opt = Y1; bopt = 1. (4)

The formulas (4) give a solution di�erent from the traditional one. The issuer

establishes a fair oupon C2 = N · Y1, and all the investors demand the bonds

redemption.

In the Russian market, this game between issuers and investors has ourred

many times. It an be assumed that players have learned to make optimal deisions

by trial and error. In pratie, optimal solutions (4) are rarely observed in the ase of

ARBPs. Consider the empirial data on 366 ARBPs issued in the period 2010-2019.

In our analysis we did not examine those bonds whih plaement and puts took

plae in Deember 2014 and January 2015, as due to the risis the interest rates in

the market have been abnormally high at that time. In addition, the ARBPs where
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issuers set an exessively low oupon rate (less than 0.1%) have been exluded. For

our analysis MosPrime rates for a period of 6 months have been taken as risk-free

interest rates.

If we interpret the issuer's deision as a hange in the previously established

oupon rate, then we readily get empirially veri�able expression (C2/N)opt −
C1/N = RF1 − RF0 from (4). In Fig. 1 the atual deisions of issuers to hange

the oupon rate ∆CRact = (C2/N)act − C1/N are ompared to model preditions

∆CRmod = (C2/N)opt −C1/N = RF1 −RF0. As an be seen in the �gure, there is

a tendeny to hange the oupon rate in aordane with the hanging market situ-

ation. Nevertheless, there are also notieable di�erenes between atual and model

preditions, and a signi�ant satter of points relative to the line y = x.

Fig. 1. Deisions made by issuers and predited by model 1. dotted line is a linear approx-

imation of empirial points.

While the issuer's deisions somehow agree with the preditions (4), the onsid-

ered simple model annot explain the ations of investors. Fig. 2 shows the issues

shares of repurhased bonds depending on the value (C2/N)act − (C2/N)opt. We

see that on average the share of repurhased bonds is almost random and does not

depend on the issuer's deision. Even if the issuer has raised the oupon rate in

exess of the optimal level, there are many investors who have demanded bonds

redemption. In partiular, as a response to a high oupon (102 ARBPs) in 26 ases

the share of repurhased bonds was above 0.5. Although this fat an be explained

by the investor's desire to reeive money immediately, it is di�ult to explain the

situation when, in response to lowering rates below the optimal level, investors on-

tinued to keep a large proportion of bonds at a loss. In ase of 263 ARBPs the issuer

�xed the rate below the optimum level, and only in the 98 ases the proportion of

repurhased bonds was greater than 0.5.
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Fig. 2. Issuer's deision and proportion of repurhased bonds.

Model 2. Probably, an explanation for this mismath between the model on-

lusions and the reality are to be found in the imperfetion and ine�ieny of the

market. For example, if investors have di�erent information, their pereption of fair

yield Y1 may vary. The issuer does not know what value Y1i a partiular investor

i fouses on, therefore, the value Y1i is atually an unobservable (random) for the

issuer. However, the issuer may at least partly assess the distribution and the range

of de�nition of this random variable, by, for example, observing of bond prie quo-

tation

3

at the moment t = t1. Therefore, we onsider that all partiipants in the

game know the minimum and maximum values Y1i.
Based on these assumptions, the game an be formulated as follows.

1. Every i investor owns one bond. He gets information about the issuer's deision

C2/N and in response hooses suh strategy bi that maximizes the following payo�

funtion:

Vin,i (bi, C2/N) = bi · Y1i + (1− bi) · C2/N, (5)

where bi equals either 0 (the investor holds the bond) or 1 (exerises the put option);
Y1i denotes the investor's understanding of fair yield of the bond. The expression

(5) implies that the investor may exerise put and use the obtained money to im-

mediately buy another issuer's bonds, the yield of whih seems fair to him. If he

holds a bond, he will reeive a oupon yield C2/N .

If for a given investor Y1i > C2/N , then bi = 1. However, for another investor j
it is possible that Y1j < C2/N , therefore, his strategy is bj = 0 by the same issuer's

deision C2/N . As there is a sum of the deisions made by investors b =
∑

i bi in the
game on the whole, then in ase of any issuer's strategy in range Y1min ≤ C2/N ≤
3

Quoted pries are the best urrent pries for the purhase (bid) and sale (ask) on the

exhange.
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Y1max the proportion of repurhased bonds for the whole issue is between 0 and 1

(0 < b < 1).
Suppose that all investors' pereptions of fair yield are evenly distributed over

a range of values Y1min ≤ Y1i ≤ Y1max. Suppose that the issuer has hosen C2/N
from the range Y1min ≤ C2/N ≤ Y1max, then we an readily show that the resulting

solution for all investors will be as follows:

b =
Y1max − C2/N

Y1max − Y1min
. (6)

2. Suppose the issuer knows the distribution of Y1i for bondholders. In addition,

the player knows his true �nanial state, and therefore, the fair yield of his bonds Y1is
from the range Y1min ≤ Y1is ≤ Y1max. The issuer re�nanes all bonds repurhased

at the expense of a new debt, the yield of whih is Y1is. He pays the oupon yield

C2/N on the remaining bonds. Therefore, taking into aount (6), the issuer's payo�

funtion is:

Vis (b, C2/N) = −Y1max − C2/N

Y1max − Y1min
· Y1is −

(
1− Y1max − C2/N

Y1max − Y1min

)
· C2

N
.

By maximizing this payo� funtion, we get

(C2/N)opt = (Y1is + Y1min) /2. (7)

This deision of the issuer gives the proportion of the repurhased bonds equal

to

(b)opt =
(Y1max − Y1min) + (Y1max − Y1is)

2 (Y1max − Y1min)
. (8)

Analyzing expressions (7) and (8), we an draw the following onlusions:

1. The proportion of repurhased bonds may vary from b = 1 when the issuer's

strategy is C2/N = Y1min to b = 0, 5 when C2/N = Y1max. Undoubtedly, if C2/N >
Y1max under exepted assumptions we get b = 0. Thus, this simple model predits

that in pratie there should be no ARBPs in whih the proportion of repurhased

bonds is in the range 0 < b < 0, 5. However, as an be seen from the Fig.1, suh a

situation is very ommon. Perhaps the assumption of a uniform distribution of fair

yield pereptions is too simplisti.

2. Analyzing the investors' pereption of fair yield, it is obvious that Y1min >
RF1. Indeed, fair yield annot be lower than the risk-free rate urrently observed (at

the put exerise time). Therefore Y1min = RF1 is a limiting value. The evaluation

of Y1is is further arried out under the assumption that the �nanial ondition

of the ompany has not worsened or improved ompared to the time of the bond

plaement. In other words, we believe that the redit spread RC is onstant, its

value an be estimated on the oupon rate that the issuer o�ered at plaement:

RC = C1/N − RF0. Thus, Y1is = RF1 + C1/N − RF0, if we apply this expression

to (7), we obtain the following relationship:

(
C2

N

)

opt

− C1

N
= RF1 −RF0 −

1

2

(
C1

N
−RF0

)
. (9)

This predition of the model an be ompared with the observed hanges in

oupon rates of ARBPs. Fig.3 shows the issuers' deisions right before the put
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exerise time, wherein x-oordinate for eah point ∆CRmod is alulated aording

to the expression in the right side of the equation (9), and the y-ordinate of a point

∆CRact is the atual issuers' deisions: (C2/N)act − C1/N . Comparing the graphs

in the Fig.1 and 3, we see that the group of points around the straight line y = x
in the Fig.3 is expressed more learly, that provides an evidene in favor of the 2nd

model.

Fig. 3. Deisions made by issuers and predited by the model 2. The dotted line is a linear

approximation of empirial points.

Expression (9) predits that the hange in oupon rates should be less than

the total rate hanges in the �nanial market: C2/N − C1/N < RF1 − RF0. By

installing a relatively low oupon, the issuer bene�ts, beause he redues his loan

osts. In fat, this derease is due to those investors who are too optimisti about

the �nanial state of the issuing ompany. This is also lear from expression (7) that

the issuer should be guided only by the deisions of investors with optimisti ideas

about fair yield. Note that similar motives for the issuer's deisions are disussed

in (Amiram et al., 2018).

Basing on the �ndings of the 2nd model, we estimate the optimal solutions in

the important speial ase of highly liquid, i.e. atively traded, releases of ARBPs.

Under the onditions of a liquid market investors obtain quite homogeneous per-

eption of the fair yield, so the values Y1min and Y1max and the true fair yield

Y1is are quite lose. With a high degree of redibility, it an be agreed that Y1is =
(Y1min + Y1max) /2. In addition, the bid-ask spread of these bonds is typially small,

then we suppose that Y1max−Y1min ≈ (0, 1÷ 0, 2) ·Y1is. Applying these evaluation
in (7) and (8), we obtain that (b)opt = 0, 75 and (C2/N)opt ≈ (0, 95÷ 0, 97) · Y1is.

To onlude the analysis, we should disuss the sanity of the key assumption of

the model about the heterogeneous distribution of the investors' fair yield perep-

tion. If the �nanial market is e�ient, then all partiipants are informed about the
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true value of fair yield Y1is, and the assumption about the heterogeneity of investors'

fair yield seems to true by a streth of imagination. However, if we take into aount

various market imperfetions and possible personal motives of investors, then the

assumption made in the artile turns out to be even too strit.

Let us onsider, for example, what the aounting for transation osts in re-

purhases will lead to. The proedure for submission of the bonds for redemption

is tehnially quite ompliated and entails additional osts. Under this proedure,

the investor must pay a �xed amount to a speial �nanial intermediary, a buyout

agent. This amount is proportional to the size of the oupon, therefore, for an in-

vestor owning one bond, repurhase is ompletely unpro�table. If we dedut these

osts and repayment of the fair yield Y1is, then we obtain the yield Y1i whih the

investor an expet in ase of bonds repurhase. For investors with a small pakage

of bonds, it turns out that Y1i → 0. On the other hand, for investors with a very

large pakage of bonds, the relative value of the buybak osts is negligible, there-

fore, for suh investors Y1i = Y1is. Thus, the imperfetion of the market leads to

Y1min = 0, Y1max = Y1is in the model. In pratie, investors often use their bonds

as ollateral for a bank or broker, therefore, suh investors, in priniple, will not be

able to partiipate in the repurhase, and for them Y1i = 0.
Still, with suh an interpretation of the game parameters, the investor's payo�

funtion will have the form (5), and it is possible to onstrut a model similar to the

2nd model. However, sine the distribution of values Y1i among investors will be a

non-linear inreasing funtion, optimal deisions made by players an onsiderably

hange.

5. Pratial Appliations of the Model

A reliable and preise model an indiate the optimal strategy for the issuer

and predit the reation of investors to this deision. However, it is not the only

thing that matters. Market partiipants are more onerned about the problems

assoiated with the information support of the market for these bonds. The main

problem is as follows. At present, the agenies that disseminate �nanial information

about ARBPs alulate only the so-alled yield to exerise a put option. Thus, they

basially assume that all investors will demand bonds redemption. Therefore, this

bond has a �shortened� maturity. Aordingly, the yield to put is usually small, and

the exposure to interest rate risk (modi�ed duration) of these issues is almost zero.

Suh an interpretation of the bond as �short issue� is disadvantageous to both

long-term investors and the issuer. If the investor is not going to repurhase bonds,

then the indiators of yield and risk of his diversi�ed portfolio will experiene a jump

at the put option exerise time. The investor might assoiate this with a spei�

portfolio risk, whih his portfolio atually does not have. As for the issuer, external

reditors (banks) an underestimate the issuer's redit ratings on the basis that the

struture of its market debts is biased towards short-term issues (as reditors only

know about yield to exerise a put).

If the model an predit optimal future deisions in terms of the oupon rate ad-

justments, then it will be possible to use the equation (1), substituting an unknown

future oupon expeted optimal solutions. This will allow to evaluate, at any given

time, the bonds' yield to maturity, and with yield to put this information will be

valuable for all the market partiipants.
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6. Conlusion

Deals in the �nanial market are often assoiated with gambling, however, it is

not basially a game of partiipants with eah other but a game of a subjet with

the nature. ARBP is one of the rare ases when one subjet (issuer) plays against

a group of others (investors). Therefore, the desire to apply the game theory tools

to the analysis of their deisions is explainable.

We have proposed and analyzed two simple game models to explain the deisions

of the players. The model, built on the assumption of the bond market e�etiveness,

provides a set of optimal strategies that are far from the deisions observed in the

market. The seond model, whih takes into aount imperfetions and ine�ienies

of the bond market, shows a better veraity.

The proposed models onsider an ARBP's put option as a two-step dynami

game, however, in pratie, bond issues are provided with several puts at di�erent

times. In fat, investors have a hoie: to repurhase the bond now or to hold the

bond and have the right to exerise the next put. Analysis of the puts as a multi-

stage game is the further area of researh.

Another approah to the analysis of the ARBPs may be based on a fundamen-

tally di�erent interpretation of the issuer's payo� funtion. An ARBP's option may

be evaluated as a game of inomplete information: the issuer does not know the

investors' payo� funtion in ase he does not know the distribution of Y1i. And if

the deision of investors on the whole is a stohasti variable for the issuer, then

the gain for it will also be random.

There are two possible approahes to further analysis. Firstly, if the issuer is

risk-neutral, he will maximize/minimize the expetation of a �nanial result, as it

was impliitly assumed in the proposed models. Seondly, if the issuer is risk-averse,

then the riterion of optimality is the maximization of some funtion that takes into

aount both the expeted result and the variane of possible results. The issuer's

payo� funtion in this game will be ompletely di�erent and it is not lear what

model results this will lead to. It also may be a subjet for researh.

Whatever the ase, apparently, we an be sure that it is a game theory that

an make a signi�ant ontribution to understanding the priing of suh bonds. An

understandable formula for the prie of ARBPs will give a new impetus to these �-

nanial instruments and will render invaluable assistane to all market partiipants.
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